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Systema Software Selected by City of Anaheim
SIMS Claims Will Provide Seamless Interfaces with Microsoft Office 365, Power BI, and
Third-Party Solutions; and Sophisticated Data Mining and Reporting Capabilities
Larkspur, CA – November 14, 2016 – Systema Software, LLC, a leading provider of claims
administration software and services to the insurance industry, today announced that the city of
Anaheim has selected SIMS Claims™ as its new risk management information system (RMIS)
to manage its general liability and workers’ compensation programs. The city will have Systema
Software host this solution via its reliable, secure, and high-performing SIMS Cloud
environment.
“This is part of our ongoing effort to modernize our systems to ensure we are using the city’s
resources as efficiently as possible,” said Dave Nunley, Risk Manager for the city of Anaheim.
“Consolidating our general liability and workers’ compensation programs into a single risk
management information system on a modern platform will improve operations and allow our
staff to collaborate more effectively. At the same time, the data mining opportunities will help
unlock valuable insights that have the power to bring additional efficiencies to the city.”
“SIMS Claims provides an award-winning, robust solution to support risk management best
practices,” said Jose Tribuzio, President and CEO of Systema Software. “SIMS is fully
integrated with Microsoft Office 365 and Power BI, Microsoft’s cloud-based business
intelligence solution. These sophisticated BI tools will enable customers to transform data into
stunning visuals, share reports with teams, and focus on the information and metrics that matter
most.”

Brian Mack, VP of Sales & Marketing at Systema Software, added, “Anaheim wanted a system
that could easily connect with interfaces to other third-party solutions. SIMS offers extensive
integration capabilities and will help create enterprise-wide connectivity, streamline operations
through enhanced electronic workflows and offer self-service options to its constituents.”
About Systema Software
Systema Software, LLC, provides flexible, comprehensive solutions and services to the
insurance industry. SIMS Claims is an innovative, award-winning claims administration system,
which is highly praised by clients and well recognized by industry experts as a leading claims
solution. Together, our team of Big 4 consulting and industry veterans, experienced software
developers, and project managers deliver an architecturally strong enterprise platform, designed
for superior speed, scalability, and performance. With advanced technology and focused
customer service, Systema Software has experienced phenomenal growth and success, earning
high rankings on the national Inc. 5000 and local Fast 100 lists of fastest-growing private
companies. For more information, visit us online at www.systemasoft.com.
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